
 

CHADIK newsletter number 16 

News from the UK.  

This time I am going to start with news from the UK as my visits to Kenya are 

getting less and less frequent. This is largely because we have very good 

project leaders in place keeping everything under control.. Obviously at this 

end, our major activity is fund raising and this takes up a lot of time. While the 

public is aware of the regular events they are invited to attend, a lot of work 

goes on behind scenes. 

Keeping the website up to date is very important and for this we are very 

grateful to Andrew Hunot. Currently we are both updating our Gertrude’s page 

and preparing a similar page for the Kisima school, as these provide valuable 

information about our two remaining projects. We are very happy to have a 

couple of new monthly Donors as they provide our baseline funding. Our 

Treasurer spends much time chasing possible grants!! 

Our film evening, the second one we have held, was virtually a full house. We 

showed “Born Free” with all its Kenyan landscape and wild life. Next comes our 

spring dinner to be held at the Buxted Inn with 

support of the proprietor Jason. Date and time for 

people’s diaries, 7.30 for 8 pm on March 15th. The 

room only holds 50 people so again we are hoping 

for a full house. 

Kenya news 

Once again it is the overwhelming effects of drought that one cannot avoid 

seeing everywhere. The rivers are very low as well as the reservoirs but at least 

it is not as bad as in South Africa. With the second election now well behind 

them, people seem to be trying with difficulty to get on with their lives as the 
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political uncertainty has hit the economy badly. Who knows what will happen 

now with Raila Odinga and his supporters challenging the government’s 

legitimacy.  

1.Gertrude’s outreach clinics.  

These are still our major project in Kenya and the latest reports of the number 

of children diagnosed and treated by the team are holding up well. We have 

regular reports from the nutritionist in the team showing that malnutrition is 

still a problem. 

I met Dr Carol Waweru who gave me a DVD with two videos taken of clinic 

activity. This now has to be edited ready to go on to our website. We had been 

puzzled by the number of women being seen during the quarterly visit by Dr 

Joe Mbuthia to the HIV clinic in the Nanyuki District Hospital. The logic is that 

by checking the mothers, children at risk can be identified as the former may 

be HIV positive but the child showing no symptoms can still be carrying the 

virus. 

2. Kisima mixed secondary school 

I spent two days in the school with two major objectives in mind other than 

meeting our sponsored students. These were both achieved working together 

with Catherine Maina the Project leader.   

The first was to work on the information page referred to above in order to 

promote the activities in the school on both our 

websites. For those people who have never visited 

Kenya, it is difficult to give a really vivid picture of 

everyday life for the students and the 

environment in which they are working.The 

second was to record the agriculture class inside 

the polytunnel to show their plantings such as 

beans and tomatoes. I was told that they have a 

farmers club, held in the evening, which I would have loved to have attended 

but only managed to sit in on two of their classes. Catherine made a series of 

clips on my phone which we hope will illustrate the indoor crops.  

Figure 2 a row of very healthy beans 



The volunteer programme is still on hold due to the many uncertainties facing 

the school with regard to security. 

3. The IT centre and library 

I went to visit the centre with the expectation of buying some more books for 

the library only to find it closed and locked up. Having handed over the 

organisation to a very reputable local NGO, I was extremely concerned to find 

that a former member of the staff had turned the community against the 

newcomers by spreading a whole lot of lies. He had been sacked for dishonesty 

and non-collaboration so took his revenge. 

By making our position absolutely clear to the Chief that the handover had 

been made with the fully documented support of the community and that 

CHADIK had no further involvement, we hope that the stand-off can be 

resolved speedily. We spent a lot of time and money on the facility and it is 

very upsetting to find that one person could be so malignant. 

In conclusion, our two projects are going well and I hope that I will be able to 

visit again later in the year.  

Gillian Bullock February 2018 

  

 

 

 


